Chandra Extended Sour e Analysis

Jonathan M Dowell

Elementary X-ray Spe tral Analysis

The fundamental equation linking a PHA spe trum N(p) with a true in ident
spe trum f(E) is
N (p) =

Z

ARF (E )RM F (E; p)f (E )dE

Here the response is broken up into an overall dete tion eÆ ien y ARF and
R
a redistribution RMF (su h that RM F (E; p)dp = 1). Sin e RMF is not
diagonal, we must use forward folding instead of trying to invert it.
What are the ARF and RMF? In fa t, they depend on the lo ation of the
sour e on the hip, C. The ARF also depends on the mirror o -axis angle 
via the vignetting.
N (p; C; ) =

Z

ARF (E; C; )RM F (E; p; C )f (E )dE

We extra t a PHA spe trum over some region of C, spa e versus time,
orresponding to a given elestial sour e. We wish to determine f(E) (averaging over any spatial variation it may have). How do we address the variation
of ARF and RMF over the sour e region? There are three basi approa hes:
 Ignore the variations and use the ARF and RMF evaluated at a single

point. This is often ne, parti ularly on the BI hips.

 Evaluate an average ARF and RMF over the region, weighted appropri-

ately. Be ause of the linearity of the integral, this an be a reasonable
approa h.

 Reextra t the spe trum into multiple PHA les ea h overing a smaller

region, and t the regions simultaneously. This is the most a urate
approa h if the signal-to-noise is suÆ ient.
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Calibration

onsiderations

 S3 is pretty uniform (mostly RMF FWHM onst to 10%)
 QE variations not signi ant?
 I0-I3 vary hugely;
 E s ale hange taken out with PI
 FWHM in reases linearly with CHIPY
 Also hanges on node boundaries
 QE variations mostly CTI
 For CHIPY > 512 CTI is not too bad.
 Calibrated on 32x32 pixel (16") squares
 Key parameters: S/N and extent
 Depends also on s ien e question (more riti al for line dete tions than

overall temperature)

 Vignetting hanges by 10% on 5 ar min s ales

Possible approa hes
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Creating response for extended regions using

al rmf/ al arf

What we need:
 A s reened events le
 The distribution of Alexey Vikhlinin's programs, available from

http://hea-www.harvard.edu/~j m/as /dist/av/av105.tar

The thread step by step
1. De ne the region to extra t the spe trum.
2. Extra t a PI spe trum
dmextra t "evt.fits[sky=region(sr .reg)℄[bin pi℄" pi.fits

3. Create the weighting map used to weight the di erent RMFs and ARFs.
This is a binned image in dete tor oordinates. We use the soft band.
\item dm opy "evt.fits[sky=region(sr .reg),energy=500:2000℄
[bin det=8℄"
wmap.fits

4. Find the temperature of the CCD during the observation.
dmlist evt.fits header | grep FP_TEMP
dmlist evt.fits header | grep DATE-OBS

If FP TEMP isn't there, use the observation date to gure it out (see the
CIAO threads)
5. Update the parameter le (see below).
6. Generate the RMF
al rmf -phafile pi.fits -wmap wmap.fits -o rmf.fits par.file

7. Generate the ARF
al arf -phafile pi.fits -wmap wmap.fits -o arf.fits par.file

8. Now you an t a spe trum using Sherpa or XSPEC.
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The tri ky bit is to make the Zhtools parameter le whi h you an do by
editing the one provided in the distribution. You have to gure out where
the various alibration les are, sin e the program doesn't use the CALDB
to nd them itself.

evtfile = a is_s_evt.fits
fptemp=-110
CALDIR = /data9/ iao/CALDB/data/ handra/
hrma_onaxis_area = $CALDIR/tel/hrma/b f/effarea/hrmaD1996-12-20axeffaN0004.fi
hrma_vignetting = $CALDIR/tel/hrma/b f/vignet/hrmaD1996-12-20vignetN0003.fit
d_qe =
$CALDIR/a is/b f/qe/a isD1997-04-17qeN0003.fits
d_qeu =
$CALDIR/a is/b f/qe/a isD1999-09-16qeuN0002.fits
fef=$CALDIR/a is/ pf/fefs/a isD1999-09-16fef_piN0001.fits
ref_pi_rmf=ref.rmf
x ol
= X
y ol
= Y
xdet ol = DETX
ydet ol = DETY
timename = TIME
eventsname = EVENTS
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